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Abstract 

Volunteer Mobile Web Application intended to help people for the benefit of the public 

or its institution. Basically, there are two main parties involved which are organizer and 

the volunteers. Nowadays, organizer face the challenges in advertising or promoting 

activities in traditional medium which is slow and dose not scale or reach to many 

targeted audience. Furthermore, there is not a systematic system for a volunteer to find 

a suitable event to be participated based on their personal preference such as time, 

distance, cost, interest and so on. Therefore, the proposed system is expected to solve 

the current problem and to be an one stop center to both organizer and volunteer for the 

volunteer activities. This online portal will include an intelligent searching and 

matching mechanism for the volunteer to search their preferable events. 
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Abstrak 

“Volunteer Mobile Web Application” bertujuan untuk menolong orang untuk 

kepentingan orang ramai atau institusinya. Pada dasarnya, terdapat dua pihak utama 

yang terlibat iaitu penganjur dan sukarelawan. Pada masa ini, penganjur menghadapi 

cabaran dalam mengiklankan atau mempromosikan aktiviti dalam medium tradisional 

yang lambat dan tidak memberi skala atau menjangkau banyak khalayak yang 

disasarkan. Tambahan pula, tidak ada sistem yang sistematik untuk sukarelawan untuk 

mencari acara yang sesuai untuk disertai berdasarkan pilihan peribadi mereka seperti 

masa, jarak, kos, minat dan sebagainya. Oleh itu, sistem yang dicadangkan diharapkan 

dapat menyelesaikan masalah semasa dan menjadi pusat sehenti bagi penganjur dan 

sukarelawan untuk aktiviti sukarelawan. Portal dalam talian ini akan merangkumi 

mekanisme pencarian dan pemadanan yang cerdas untuk sukarelawan mencari acara 

pilihan mereka. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Project Title 

Volunteer Mobile Web Application 

1.1 Background 

This project aim is to develop a Volunteer mobile web application where it is to give 

some of their time and energy to help others without payment for the benefit of the 

community and individual. By using this mobile web application, they can provide 

assist to those that in trouble whether during their daily life problem such as car broke 

down, out of gas and else. The web application also can be used to volunteer during 

natural disaster, welfare work and many more. Nowadays, the society are lack of 

appropriate tool and platform to manage the volunteerism activity where they can use 

the volunteer web application to help the community efficient and fast. As for that, by 

using a Volunteer mobile web application, they can use the web application to view 

and choose any kind of volunteerism project that they want to participate. By being a 

volunteer through this volunteer web application and website, they can offer their help 

to those in need whenever there is any request through the web application and 

website. By the way, Volunteer mobile web application also offered such as runner 

and freelancer services where user can hire the runner to fetch something for them 

from other places. By using freelancer services, they can hire them to come to their 

house or anywhere possible to do any requested work such as home tutoring, makeup 

artist and much more.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

The lack of modern approach such as mobile web application that can be use by 

volunteers and NGO can be a limitation for them in order to help people whenever 

there an emergency like on daily life problem, natural disaster, welfare work and 

much more. Besides, with the lack of time with work it is hard for people to fetch 

their item when they make an online order or want to take something from other 

places. With no time or transportation to go to a saloon during any occasions or any 
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kind of work, instead of they can hire a freelancer that are available to come to their 

house. 

1.3 Objectives 

i. To promote volunteerism in Sarawak through ICT technology. 

ii. To design and develop a web application for NGO to post volunteer project. 

iii. To design and develop a web and mobile app to allow volunteer to view and 

participate into volunteerism project of their choice. 

  

1.4 Brief Methodology  

In this project, the structured design methodology used is Rapid Application 

Development (RAD). The RAD model is an iterative and incremental methods of 

software development focused on speed and quick development. All function are 

modularized, so it is easy to work with. By developing the application quickly, 

through several iterations, to figure out the feature and functionality that are needed, 

and making adjustments with each iteration, is where the uses of rapid application 

development model are good. 

  

Figure 1. 1: The Rapid Application Development Model 
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1.4.1 Planning 

In the initial phase, planning is the first step that are discuss and determine 

about the requirement that are needed. Before starting develops the project, research 

and review for the proposed system were needed. At this stage, it involves in 

researching  the current problem faced by volunteer community and NGO’s to 

interact and promoting volunteerism and then defining their requirements to be added 

in the project. Besides, the problem faced by people in their daily life also need to be 

studied and stressed as the system later on are between Volunteer and NGO’s to 

interact with people in need and volunteerism activity.  

1.4.2 Analysis 

Analysis is the second phase for the RAD. During this stage, the process that 

associated with the proposed project are being analyze and select the most appropriate 

tools and technology that required to develop the system. The functionality of the 

proposed application also will be compared with existing system and besides, the 

structure design will be analyze and there will be two categories which is physical 

design and logical design. Physical design will include the context diagram, data flow 

diagram an entity relationship diagram while the logical design are the wireframe 

design for the proposed application. 

1.4.3  Prototype cycle  

In this stage, the prototypes are takes from the design phase and converts them 

into the working model based on the requirement. Once the prototype for proposed 

application is done, it will be demonstrate and review on it to collect feedback. After 

that, refinement can be done depends on the feedback that are collected and this step 

will be repeated until the result of the refinement is accepted. 
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1.4.4  Testing 

This is where the implementation phase will happen as the finished system goes 

to launch. It includes testing all the functionality and the interface. After finishing the 

system, system integration and system testing is needed to determine if the proposed 

design meets the initial set of project goals that able to deliver the overarching 

functionality and ensuring that it operate as a complete system. Testing is important to 

ensure this project meet all the user requirements. If there are any problem and 

unfulfilled requirement detected, improvement is needed in order to develop a quality 

system with great performance.  

1.4.5 Implementation 

The proposed application will be deployed at this phase. 

1.5 Project Scope 

i. The targeted user for this mobile web application is people that have mobile 

devices with installed web browser. 

ii. This mobile web application will support web, android OS and IOS. 

1.6 Significant 

The general contribution of this project is, it will help Volunteer community and 

NGO’s to promotes volunteerism in Sarawak. Other than that, the system also will 

help Runner and Freelancer to find job by posting their expertise and any kind of 

service that are offered in the Web Application. People also can use the web 

application to find help from the volunteer. 
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1.7 Project Schedule 

Below shows the Gantt chart for this project planning schedule throughout Final Year 

Project 1 (FYP 1) . The topic chosen for this project is Volunteer Mobile web 

Application which started at 4th September 2019 and the due date is on 5th December 

2019. The details for duration on each parts is as shown below. 

  

 

1.8 Project Outcome 

A mobile web application for NGO and volunteers to interact and promote 

volunteerism in Sarawak. 

1.9 Outline of the project report 

There are five chapter in total that is need to be covered for Final Year Project report. 

Those chapters are explained briefly as: 

Chapter 1: Introduction   

In this chapter, it contain all explanation in detail for the project introduction, 

problem statements, objectives, project scope, method chosen for methodology, 
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project significance, project outline, project schedule and also expected project 

outcome for the whole project for Final Year Project. 

Chapter 2: Literature Review  

In this chapter 2 it will discuss the review based on the application or system that 

has similar functionality or purposes as this project. This chapter will help to provide 

clear view of the proposed project. Those existing application or system will be 

compared to this project to retrieve useful information as a guidance that can be used 

to enhance this project.  

Chapter 3: Requirement Analysis and Design  

Chapter 3 discussed more on the methodology that are use in this proposed 

project. The methodology that will applied to this project is Agile Method-Rapid 

Application Development (RAD). The details for requirement analysis and system 

design for this project is discussed in this chapter. It will also include the details on 

functional, non-functional, software used and the development environment 

requirements needed to design and accomplished this project. 

Chapter 4: Implementation and Testing  

In this chapter, the implementation phase  of the proposed propose project will 

be discuss. Besides, the design layout of the project will be shown. Thus, the 

structured of the proposed system can be show clearer and easy to understand. Also, 

the importance of testing the proposed project is being discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future work  

This is the last chapter and it concludes all of the chapters done previously. 

Besides, it also include the explanation on the limitations, project achievements, 

recommendations and future works that are suitable for this whole project. 
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1.10  Summary 

In conclusion, Volunteer Mobile Web Application is a proposed project to promote 

volunteerism in Sarawak through ICT Technology so that people in Sarawak can 

participate in various kind of volunteerism activity that are held. Besides, this project 

also focus on designing and develop a mobile web application for NGO to post 

volunteerism project which will make it more easier to conduct volunteerism program 

and give information about the volunteerism activity. By using this mobile web 

application it allows the volunteer to view and participate into volunteerism project of 

their choice. 

As for the project scope, the targeted user for this project are people in 

Sarawak and the application also will support web, Android OS and IOS. The 

methodology that are used in this project are Rapid Application Development(RAD). 

In addition, the duration for completing first half of this project which is the FYP 1 is 

starting on 13 September 2019 until 12 December 2019. Lastly, the project outcome 

for this project is a mobile web application for NGO and volunteers to interact and 

promote volunteerism in Sarawak. 
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Chapter 2 

2.0 Introduction 

In chapter 2, it will discuss on the literature review of existing similar system and 

compared it with proposed system. The review of the system includes the 

functionalities, interface, wireframe, strength and weaknesses of those system. The 

comparison and analysis were made among the existing system and proposed system 

to discuss for further improvement and overcome the problem faced by the existing 

system. Furthermore, this chapter also will include about the software and tools used 

for the development of proposed system.  

2.1 Overview of Objectives  

The main objective of this project is to design and develop an online mobile web 

application as one stop center for NGO’s to post volunteerism activities and enable 

volunteer to view and participate into volunteerism project of their choice. 

In addition, this project also will promote volunteerism in Sarawak through ICT 

technology so that it can increase people wellbeing and connect them to local 

activities. By volunteering also can help group and organizations to reach out to the 

communities. It also improves the quality of people surround us and can benefit in 

economic as well. By using this mobile web application, volunteer can have an 

intelligent way to search for activity based on volunteer profile, as well as allowing 

NGO’s to post volunteer activities in a more systematic ways and providing to rate 

and reward mechanisms  for the volunteer for their participation in a good cause. 

As we know, the rapid development in ICT nowadays has become advanced in 

order to make human life easier and have an effectives way to done certain job in 

daily life. The development of mobile web application offered a range of advantage as 

a solution to make the volunteer activities conduct in efficient way. Mobile web 

application also is a cost effectives development and accessible which can make user 

easily access the system anytime and anywhere either with their smartphone, tablet or 

pc as long there is internet connectivity.   
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The online platform consists of intelligent searching and matching mechanism for 

the volunteer to choose their preferred activities based on their preference. The search 

engine mechanism can filter and make suggestion for the volunteer for an activity 

regarding on their personal preferences such as time available, distance, place, type of 

activities and so on. NGO’s can use the platform to create and events for volunteer 

and make it easy for them to manage their volunteer to the certain events with 

systematic online platform. 

2.2 Review on Similar Existing System 

There are three existing system chosen to be discussed in this section: 

• Ngohub.asia (http://www.ngohub.asia/) 

• Volunteer Match(https://www.volunteermatch.org/nonprofits/) 

• Golden Volunteer(https://www.goldenvolunteer.com/volunteers/) 

2.2.1 NGOhub.asia 

Ngohub.asia is Malaysia online platform that connect togethers NGO’s, individual 

and donors to work on projects and community services. This platform was develop 

for non-profit organization and individual to find their resources they need to grow 

and contribute to the community. They also connect NGO’s to each other to inspire 

collaboration to solve society problem together. NGOhub.asia is a platform develop 

by SOLS 247 and their founding partner is 7-Eleven. As a member of NGOhub.asia, 

they can look forward to NGO profiling and verification, crowdfunding of society 

projects, volunteer position, volunteer feedback and testimonials, small grant awards, 

event and project listing and much more. 

  

  

http://www.ngohub.asia/
https://www.volunteermatch.org/nonprofits/
https://www.goldenvolunteer.com/volunteers/
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Figure 2. 1 Above shows the homepage of NGOhub.asia website 

(Source: http://www.ngohub.asia/) 

Figure 2.1 above show the home page of ngohub.asia website. There are seven 

categories on the navigation bars which is organization, campaign, fundraisers, 

volunteer, events, stories and search. User can sign up and login to represent an NGO 

and set their NGO profile either using their normal email or sign up using Facebook 

account as shown on the option, top right of the homepage. 

http://www.ngohub.asia/

